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Bridges, beaches and bears
Imagine it’s late at night. You are driving across the Cape Coral Bridge from
Fort Myers. It’s dark, but bridge lights illuminate a very large, lumbering animal
heading in the same direction you are. The furry four-legged thing turns around
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and starts walking back toward Fort Myers and you see that it’s a … bear.

That happened in the wee hours of May 10, 2020, according to Mike Orlando,
bear biologist with the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, who
spoke recently with Mike Kiniry on Gulf Coast Life and later with this reporter.
About this time of year, local bears start pigging out, consuming up to 20,000
calories a day to get ready for winter when less food may be available.

That urge to eat can coincide with another natural bear behavior called a
“dispersal.” When cubs are about 1½, Mama Bear kicks them out to find their
own homes and mates. Juvenile male bears usually head north from where
most Southwest Florida bears live, in Big Cypress National Preserve and
Everglades National Park, and can travel five miles a day. Juvenile females
usually stick a bit closer to home, but not always.

The “Sanibel bear”
Not long ago, one bear spent a year on Sanibel, harmlessly making a name for
himself until he found food and began frequenting neighborhoods “including
porches,” according to then-City Manager Judith Zimomra. He was chemically
immobilized (FWC-speak for “tranquilized”) and relocated in June 2012 to the
Chassahowitzka National Wildlife Refuge north of Tampa. But wanderlust hit
again, and a University of South Florida student spotted and reported the Big
Bear on Campus, who shortly afterward was found in a tree near the entrance
to Busch Gardens. FWC moved him again, to , where Apalachicola National
Forest, where he seems to have domiciled.

There’s nothing surprising about those local encounters, Orlando said.
“Sometimes they go up into Immokalee, maybe across to Okeechobee,”
Orlando said. “Our policy in general is to let these bears just keep moving …
until they get themselves in a situation where they may need some help to get
out of town.

“About four years ago we had to remove one from Fort Myers. I think they
threw pancakes in the trap and he went In to get them. Bears are funny. We
have them doing all kinds of interesting things, like getting into people’s
swimming pools.”

Bears flee, usually
If Orlando sounds amused about these close encounters of the bruin kind,
that’s on purpose. Although Florida black bears are big – the largest recorded
so far was 760 pounds – it’s safe to enjoy them from a respectful distance.
“The black bear is a ‘flight species,’” he said. In the wild they’ll usually run away
from people.

The problem comes when bears find food – most often in residential garbage
cans but also in pet food bowls and bird feeders.

FWC always welcomes reports of bear encounters. But If a sighting involves no
bear-human conflict, “Just enjoy it,” Orlando said. “Take pictures (from a
distance). But certainly no selfies. That’s just a bad idea all around.”
Above all, show some respect. “Bears are extremely intelligent animals.
They’re problem-solvers even. Their sense of smell is one of the best in the
animal kingdom – probably seven times greater than a bloodhound’s. So if
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you’re outside cooking hamburgers or hot dogs on a grill, a bear can probably
smell that a mile away. And their sense of smell is so amazing they could
probably tell the brand of hot dog.”

-       Dayna Harpster

Protect yourself and the bears
Tips for being BEARWISE, from FWC
Bear-resistant DUMPSTERS
Securing your GARBAGE
Making wildlife feeders BEAR-RESISTANT

Beach
updates

WGCU News provides the following:
Weekly red tide UPDATES 
Blue-green algae BULLETINS

And from Mote Marine:
Current local beach CONDITIONS

Wildlife Closeup:

Bats
Bats have been in the news in
recent years in connection to
epidemics including Ebola and
COVID-19, yet scientists are
discovering that bats may hold a
key to longer and healthier lives -
for humans. LISTEN NOW.

More WGCU Environmental Coverage of Note
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Where are we now
with Everglades
restoration?
The Everglades
Foundation is committed
to helping protect and
restore the Everglades
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Conservation Collier
gets a $25 million
budget boost
The Collier County
Board of Commissioners
recently unanimously
voted to set an
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Florida letting
polluters off easy,
report says
Florida isn't doing
enough to punish
polluters, according to a
new environmental
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using the power of
science. Since 1993, the
foundation has been
bringing advocates
together to give a voice
to the voiceless
Everglades. Major
projects are underway,
says foundation CEO.
LISTEN NOW.

approximate $25 million
budget increase for
Conservation Collier, a
taxpayer-funded
conservation land
acquisition program.
How will that money be
spent? About $14 million
for acquisition of new
conservation lands.
READ MORE.

report. In 2020,
Sarasota, Pinellas and
Hillsborough counties
spilled more than 9
million gallons of
wastewater from sewage
plants, with 5 million
gallons flowing into area
waters. Many polluters in
the state are not fined
and even when they are,
many of the fines are not
collected. READ MORE.

Read more environmental reporting

Wildlife Encounters:

Get wild
Learn more about the creatures
with whom we share our
Southwest Florida home,
including the pygmy rattlesnake,
the little blue heron, the red-
eared slider, water lilies and
more, with Dr. Jerry Jackson’s
“With the Wild Things” series on
WGCU YouTube. WATCH NOW.
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Take action: Is the right stuff
going into the recycling bin?

WGCU reporter Tara Calligan wasn’t sure. So she stopped by the Lee County
Solid Waste Recycling Center in Fort Myers to see how it all works and
discover any recycling missteps she had been making. Maybe you, have, too? 
LEARN MORE.

Calendar of Events
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SWFL Small Farmer
Network meeting
The SWFL Small Farmer
Network is a resource network
focused on diversified and
sustainable farming systems. An
Oct. 4 meeting is open to
established and beginning
farmers and includes a tour at
the meeting site, Rosy
Tomorrows Heritage Farm in
North Fort Myers.
REGISTER HERE.
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Living Shorelines
webinar
The Florida Department of
Environmental Protection's
South District invites the public
to learn about DEP’s new
coastal resilience initiatives,
current funding opportunities and
local coastal resilience projects
with a special focus on
Southwest Florida living
shorelines in a webinar Oct. 6
LEARN MORE and REGISTER.

Did someone share this email with you? SIGN UP up to receive more from WGCU.
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